Greetings to all our People and Satanic Comrades.

Common sense did never kill anybody, but many people disregard common sense for the sake of stupidity and false comfort. Some even think that comfort is to deceive and lie to one's self, or neglect reality. Then reality's hammer comes down, and people find themselves in disasters that could previously have been avoided. In many cases, the victim falls completely under the weight of their own stupidity.

While Spiritual Satanists have protection, guidance, and the ability to advance more than anyone on the planet, that is spiritual, and without the material, these go only half way. Spiritual Satanism needs to be spread, and people who really love Satan, have to put forth visions and purposes to him. It doesn't matter if your plan is to infiltrate the system from the backdoor, become someone important, or provide things from the shadows, or just spread the links online, or do some flyers. Just work on your level, and I know many people already do this, so big thanks to everyone. These are the people that know Satan's message.

This is your choice to make. Satanism and the National Socialist model is the only model where your value as a person goes up, because it's based only on your determination to do things. In that sense you decide how spiritually advanced you will be, you decide how wise you will be by your studying and development of insight, by your efforts, and the list goes on.

All other regimes are based on mumbo jumbo and make believe. This is like xians saying they have a powerful soul, having never meditated, or just meditated for the last week. One average experienced well spiritually trained person launches a death spell, and off the window goes the jooish holy spirit and the ignorant claimant. Some people here want to join politics, others finance, and there are many VIP people who have serious plan for this and THEIR LIFE is Satanism, and not Satanism as part of 'their life'.

I don't know how people want to proceed, but they should. Have an aim and look ahead. Common sense did never kill anybody. Only if people woke up, they would see that we as a group, want to be crucified in reverse and destroyed by most people (((cattle))) on the planet, and they would happily stone any Satanist, even if it's muslim hordes, or some xian unions in Africa, or even the average,
smiley 24/7 loving (slash child molesting) catholic priest. Let's not mention the jews, who started this campaign to destroy Satan's legacy first and foremost, and turn into a monkey carnal, emo party, where people act like animals, or jews that generate all these false rumors in regards to how 'evil' Satanism is, or is supposed to be, so that the jews can have a small boy to pin all their crimes to and go unabated.

This is all pure bunk.

I notice the late generations are having major issues that they have to surpass, in order to conquer the forces that want to enslave them. Too much 'muh feelins', too much 'no evidence' and too much carelessness for the material realm, are aspects of this. Let the jews swim in gold bathtubs in the Vatican, and let Satanists be struggling, right? WRONG. People who think like that and dare to call themselves "Satanists" need to just crucify themselves and start playing Jewsus, because they are xian sheep in their mentality, and they must weed it out.

Just make a question to yourself, if Satanists were in high places, would child labor, rape and all these things happen so easily, or would be scams allowed to run freely and control the whole world's finances, let's say, keep people on lockdown, and many other things, or flood countries with invaders as they see fit? These are symptoms of a civilization that has given in and struggles against its death. Satanic Souls have saved centuries in the past and many centuries that were unimaginably grimmer than the one we are living now. If people forget, they need to remember the times from history when the jews owned Europeans as cattle in the Middle Ages, thanks to their 'church'. Humanity actually made it out of this, even if this took a thousand years.

The enemy has bought the water supplies of the planet, diet, food chains, and many other things that entirely belonged to Satanists and Satanic Souls. The same goes for extreme wealth, knowledge of governing, etc. In Sumeria they even had a post office, and mailboxes. Do you think this is a recent thing, for example? Even makeup, yes, woman makeup was created in Sumeria and in Akkad. Cattle handling, the art of governing, and many other things, including the spiritual practices, all started there, and these are into the Gentile capability.

The jews have since produced nothing at all for civilization, but just have stolen the knowledge and the means of these people, and are selling them as new to nowadays, historically dumb people. People think that (((Natalie Portman))) or some other jew is the beauty queen (feces), but Cleopatra was the real one. Only thousands of years ago before the jews even started to do anything. The same goes for our Pagan religion which they desecrated and turned into an evil, horror
flick, garbage. The religious Natalie Portman is nowadays xianity and pisslam, while Satanism is more like Cleopatra. Unfortunately, since people never saw a decent woman like Cleopatra, they think the jewess Natalie Portman who looks like a sewer rat, is special, while Cleopatra was insignificant. However, what's real is what matters.

Satanists are achievers in all levels. Satanism is not about laziness, abuse, or anything morbid and negative. As I have said millions of times, Satanists are supposed to be high civilizers. Everyone puts the effort they can put, and everyone goes higher in accordance to what they can do, and at their own pace. This is what is behind the stolen, and nowadays corrupted and jew'd freemasonry. Masons are those who build civilization. Nowadays, they just wreck it, because (((they))) are the (((Freemasons))).

Now irrespectively of the 98% of sheep on the planet, and the 1% of the enemy that rules over them by deception, there is less than 0.1% that is us. You can make use of this. Many of you aren't being serious, and in return, you should not expect a serious treatment. Satan and the Gods *HELP* and *GUIDE* people, and help us *ADVANCE*. Note, they are NOT going to live your life for you. They are not going to work like your little slaves for you, do you favor where these are not met, or give you free stuff just because of 'muh feels'. I don't know what are the ruling ideas of idiocy nowadays, but this system of thinking is not correct, and will not last indefinitely. Humanity is going down a grim road, by accepting laziness, stupidity, and endless slavery all over the place.

Satanist and Satanic Souls owned the 20th century, for example. All the people who built the civilization we have today, we Satanic masterminds, that would in the middle ages be killed or something. Even Tesla would be killed as a Demon in the flesh, because of his extreme intelligence and astral openness. Nicola Tesla was the most superior being of His century, creating the most important creation of applied electricity for us. We all have seen the lies and slander that went down for this being. Tesla was on a level of consciousness that compared to average joe down the street, is demonic and extraordinary. He changed the planet and humanity's course forever.

Hitler altered history forever, introduced glory, riches, and freedoms for the common man, same as ownership, all of which xianity and jew commie mindsets want to abolish from civilization. Because according to the Torah the animals cannot by definition own anything. That's about you, your family, and all Gentiles on the planet. Hitler did the impossible of liberating Europe and waking up the whole world. There are no words for this man.
Hitler gave ownership rights to the common man, including right to own a car, the right to live in a nation away from zionist shackles, the right to have a home, the right to have a job. Not in some foolish declaration, but in this actual reality.

I can't be going for one by one, but look at Henry Ford as well. Ford was another person that played a catalytic role in shaping his century, and he was definitely a genius and a mind of the highest levels. Ford actually was of the first employers to treat his workers in a non-slave way, and of the first to call the jewish finger that abuses workers, steals, does usury and attacks people financially in the business world. Ford also financed the National Socialists and was a friend of Adolf Hitler.

I cannot begin or end with the list of Satanic Souls who adhered to Satanic ideals even unconsciously, and in many ways. Another one is Walt Disney, the well-known 'anti-semite' and "Nazi Friendly cartoon maker". The jews in order to attack these people went back and bought their businesses, giving them total control of them, turning many of these to ashes. For instance, nobody knows Tesla today, but all know Newton- who in reality did nothing useful to advance electricity instead of copying the ideas of Tesla. This is the jewish way of getting back and attacking these people and great minds, same as smearing Hitler for another example.

The jewish system hated Tesla as he wanted to create a plan for free electricity for all mankind. He needed two million dollars to make this plan running, but the jew Rothschild foiled this attempt, left him out of business, and Tesla died in a lone hotel room impoverished. He was the scientific mastermind of his century.

Did you know that even Fanta (the pop soda company) was a National Socialist enterprise? Wolks Wagen? Adidas? Nike? Hugo Boss? The list goes endless. All these luxury items at approachable prices were created by National Socialist enterprise. Without the National Socialists creating and giving attention to animal rights, who knows, maybe nobody else would give a damn, as the jew'd xians aren't really giving ANY attention to animals.

Humane treatment in jobs and in the workplace, didn't come by Bolshevik jews in the Gulags, but by fascists and people like National Socialists, and the trade unions the fascist governments created. *THEY* invented all of this, on the dawn of the 19th century which slave labor masquerading as work was the rule. Satanic people and Souls advanced this place out of its misery, gradually, since the jewish destruction of the Middle Ages. From the last man holding a ballot, to the highest leaders, they all of them did this together for a higher ideal, and they all went down in history and altered it forever.
Instead who is this world praising now? Miley Cyrus who advocates your daughters must become whores, some 'rapper' rubber that teaches crime culture to millions of people, the list goes endless.

Many people have been literally saved by Spiritual Satanism. When one sees their workings, working, themselves regenerating from addiction, pitfalls, or being saved from the jaws of total demise, they know that Satan and the Gods are real. They are as serious as you are with them. The more you give, the more you will receive. One thing the Gods like is that the Truth is spread, preserved, and also applied into civilization. We have the internet now and in 5 minutes your messages can go to millions of people.

Even the most seemingly 'worthless' blog that has the Truth in it, can potentially wake up the next woman or man that will make the difference, or free a whole family. These are the chances that many people don't realize, but they are here. You can save many people just by the click of a mouse. No other generation had these means on their hands, and we need to use them. If not I may say, ABUSE them, since the physical realm is very rigged by the enemy. The rights people have won have to be gradually exercised, and attended to, otherwise they will be gone forever.

This is why gradually the enemy shifts the attention of the people away from the physical realm. In this way they destroyed all people with real, physical freedom, like landowners, cattle owners, and many others. Farmers are also extremely hated by the enemy and they say that 'agriculture is the lowest of occupations' to show their hatred for these people, who after all, are supposed to feed everyone else. These people have had real independence, as they gave no word for anyone to survive, and as thus they were in reality FREE. This is why the National Socialists wanted every family to be self-sufficient in their life, so they could build a free Nation that is modernized. Now times have changed, and things are different, but the bottom line is the same: Preserve your freedoms.

Obviously, I don't tell you go buy cattle and go to the mountains, the message is: FIGHT HERE in your OWN sense and planning, with CAUTION and with COMMON SENSE, without compromising your SAFETY.

If you leave for the hills even if you leave for a hut, someone is going to take that hut. It's nature. Own your ground, metaphorically speaking. Satanists that speak about 'running to the hills' are not better than seventh day adventists, or mentally enslaved. This is contrary to Satanism, and one has deprogramming to do.

People who have issues with these things, guilt, or non-sense fear, need to banish these thoughts.
Yes, according to jews, all Satanists need to be killed, and how dare the Goyim even think they own a ground, since the jews own that planet. Having a slave mentality is you saying "yes master you are right", to these obnoxious creatures.

Also, participating is what ensures that others will not be able to play around with your freedoms and rights. Do *NOT* distance yourself from knowledge, studying in the university, or even getting a high pay labor job, or anything else. Do *NOT* give up on your ambitions or dreams, and do *NOT* step out of the game, so that this century be overrun by evil jews, psychopathic surveillance maniacs, Miley Cyrus civilizers, criminal mentality, and the only advancement will be sex with fake robots. There is MORE into life. Satan wouldn't incarnate anyone if he didn't have a place for our PHYSICAL realm to get better.

So long everyone thinks that the future, or their own life, belongs to some other lifeform or that other lifeforms should live their life for them, they are going to be hurt mortally when they find out this is not the case. You have a life now, so why not make useful things for it?

So work as you see fit, stay in the shadows, but when Satan will do his massive move, everyone will be coming out of the shadows fortified and ready to face new challenges. Spread Satanism by spreading yourself, and by becoming stronger in all ways, and also spiritually and in all ways.
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